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SPECIFICATIONS 

Model: LogEt 8 PTE LogEt 8 PTE  
Ultra Cold Vaccine Logger

HLP

Resolution

Memory Readings

Measuring Range

Teflon Probe

Size

USB

 
16,000 points

1 metre

-85°C to + 85°C

0.1°C

Inbuilt & password protection

100 x 45 x 20 mm                                                                

Digital display logger with alarm will alert users if temperatures 

       · 16,000 readings

       · Password Protected with built-in USB

Features:

Specifically designed for monitoring vaccine & blood storage

       · Special External Teflon Probe with cable

temperatures.  Suits low temperature storage or transport 
logging needs for cryogenic temps.
Reuseable with replaceable battery and probe. 

       · No cradle needed

       · Free software by download, No cable needed (USB)

       · Heavy duty water proof unit with digital display

exceed the set alarm points.

       · -85°C to +85°C . Suits Pfizer Vax.

       · Battery life of 2 years & easily replaceable

       · Log Time between readings is from 10secs to 24hrs

·Measuring range: -85℃ to +85℃; Resolution:0.1℃

·Sensor type: External temperature sensors

·Memory: 16000 points (MAX)

·More details please check the attached user manual 
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SPECIFICATIONS 

Model: Medi Log

Medi Log is a digital temperature display with a timer 
specifically developed for monitoring vaccine and blood 
storage temperatures during transport or in 
refrigerators as it will show the length of time that the 
fridge has been outside the set temperature, ie: the 
time in alarm mode. 

Features preset alarm set points for vaccine/blood 
requirements. Alarm set points can be changed by the 
user, with all the functions of a data logger but without 
the need for a computer.

For instance some vaccines may be still useable if they 
are outside the set temperatures of 2-8°C as long as a 
time outside that temperature is not exceeded.

Perfect also for food fridges.

Should the temperature go outside the set alarm 
points, the timer will start to count up. If the temp 
comes back to within the alarm set points, the timer will 
stop counting. It will then hold the timer reading. If the 
temperature again goes outside the set points, the 
timer will start to count again. The alarm set point 
which was exceeded will also flash so that you know 
which temp it was. The Max/Min button will also give 
you this information.

Temperature Logger with Timer, Display & Alarm 

HLP

Accuracy

Probe Temp Range

Cable Length

Battery  1 x AAA (included)

 3 Meters
 

 ± 0.5°C

 -20C to + 70C

Temperature 
Data Logger with Timer
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